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At the Fifth Berkeley Symposium on Mathematical Statistics and 
Probability, A. Dvoretzky [4] presented a paper on "Certain Optimal 
Stopping Rules." In this paper he proved the existence of an optimal 
stopping rule for the following situation: let Xi, X2, Xz, • • • be a 
sequence of independent, identically distributed, real-valued random 
variables with zero means and unit variances defined on the proba
bility space (Qi, (Fi, Pi). Then for (fixed) j8> J, there exists a positive, 
integer-valued random variable n (called a stopping rule) defined on 
Qi, whose value for any sample point cois a function only of the ob
servable variables Xi(co), ^(co), • • • , X»(W)(co) and which realizes the 
maximum value of £{»-*£«: !*<} over all such random variables, 
i.e. stopping rules. In his proof, Dvoretzky was lead to conjecture 
concerning the asymptotic behavior of the stopping boundary which 
provided the definition of his optimal rule. Theorem 1 of this an
nouncement provides an explicit description of the asymptotic be
havior of this boundary. Theorem 2 gives an optimal stopping rule 
for an analogous situation for a continuous time process, namely 
Brownian motion. 

The paper of Y. S. Chow and H. Robbins [2], which initiated work 
in this area of stopping rule problems, and the paper of H. Teicher 
and J. Wolfowitz [7] are also related to the results announced herein. 
Many of the ideas used to achieve these results were suggested by 
techniques exhibited in the paper by Teicher and Wolfowitz. While 
completing the writeup of the results announced herein, the work of 
L. A. Shepp [5] came to the attention of the author, in which Shepp 
obtained the same results as given by Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 for 
the case when ]8 = 1. 

Concise statements of these two theorems require the definition of 
some notation. The sequence X\> X^ Xz, • • • is as suggested above, 

1 Complete proofs of all statements made in this announcement can be found in 
the author's Ph.D. dissertation, Stopping rules for Brownian motion and random 
walks, University of California at Los Angeles, 1968, which was written under the 
direction of Professor C. J. Stone and was supported in part by the National Science 
Foundation through grant GP-5224. Some generalizations of the results presented in 
this announcement are also contained in the dissertation. 
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and Ci, C2, C3, • • • is a sequence of positive real numbers. Define N to 
be the collection of all stopping rules, i.e. functions n: Qi—»/+U { 00 }, 
where 7+ denotes the set of positive integers, with the properties that 
for feEi+ the event {ngfe} belongs to SFiCXi, • • • , Xk), where 
&i(Xi* • • • t Xk) denotes the minimum <r-algebra of elements of 
SFi in which Xi, X2f • • • , Xk are all measurable functions, and 
P\({n< 00 }) = 1. Dvoretzky's results, when Ck = k~fi with j8>?, were 
that supnetf E{ Cn ]C*-i Xi} is finite and that there exists a sequence 
61, 62, &3, • • • of positive real numbers with the property that the 
function n' : Qi—»I+\J { 00 j defined by 

»'(«) = sup <k: X) -X"<(«) < bjior j = 1, 2, • • • , k - 1> 

belongs to N and satisfies the equation 

Eicn> f ) x A = supE^C» £ X , l . 

Such an n' is said to be an optimal stopping rule. Dvoretzky's ques
tion was, "Does the limit of bm/(m)112 as m tends to infinity exist?" 

THEOREM 1. The limit of bm/(m)112 exists and is equal to y o where y o 
is the unique positive real root of the equation 

ƒ» 00 /* 00 

/2 (0-1)^ (y<-* 2 /2 )^ = y I / ( 2 / 3 - l ) e ( y * - < 2 / 2 ) ^ 

0 "O 

The proof of this theorem is long and technically involved. One key 
idea in the proof is that the 6's are determined by the relation 

3'M'+sx,)-a,}{s!! 
> 0 when y < bm 

when y è bm. 

This relation was used by Teicher and Wolfowitz in their work on 
stopping rules in this situation. 

As the first step in the proof, a continuous analog to this discrete 
stopping rule situation is considered; namely, let W be a real-valued 
Brownian motion with mean zero and variance parameter one de
fined on the probability space (Q2, £2, P2). Let C denote a function 
defined by C(/)=a' with 0<<x<l or C(Q = (1+/)-* with j8>§ for 
t ̂  0. Define T as the collection of all functions r : Î2 2—»2?+VJ { 00 }, 
where R+ denotes the nonnegative real line, with the properties that 
for any r(E.R+ the event { r^ r} belongs to $%(W9 :s^r)f where 
&t(W9:s£r) denotes the minimum cr-algebra of elements of $2 in 
which Wê is a measurable function for all 0 ̂  s ̂  r, and P2({r<oo})a=sl. 
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THEOREM 2. sup r er E{C(T)WT} is finite and there exists a function 
ƒ : R+-+R+ determined by the relation 

, , (> 0 when y <f(r) 
sup E{C(r + r)(y + Wr) - C(r)y} \ \ J ) [ 
T€T 1 ^ 0 when y è ƒ (r) 

such that the function r ' : Qx—».R+W { oo } defined by 

r'(o>) = sup{/ : W8 < f{s) for 0 S s < t] 

is an optimal stopping rule, i.e. T' belongs to T and 

E{C(T')WT.) = sup E{C(T)WT}. 
reT 

When C(t)=a\ / ( r) = ((2 logCl/a))1 '2)"1. 
When C(t) = (1 +/)-*, / ( r ) =^o(l + r ) 1 / 2 ^feer^ ^o w the same value as 

given above f or the limit of bm/(m)112. 

The proof that r' is optimal is accomplished by restricting analysis 
to stopping rules which belong to a sequence of subsets of T. The sub
sets are selected such that the range spaces of the considered stopping 
rules are well-ordered, discrete, and become dense in R+ as the subset 
index tends to infinity. The former two properties permit proofs of 
optimality over the set of restricted stopping rules because a given 
rule can be modified on a subset of 122 conditioned on stopping at a 
particular time. Since such modifications are required at most a 
countable number of times, measurability properties of the resulting 
rules remain intact. The denseness property insures that the optimal 
stopping rules over the subsets of T converge to r ' , thereby establish
ing the optimality of r ' . This optimality proof depends only on prop
erties following from the relation determining ƒ (r). The explicit value 
oif(r) is obtained by using D, A. Darling and A. J. F . Siegert's [3] 
results concerning the first contact time of a continuous Markov 
process with a constant boundary y which gives a formula for 
E{C(T)WT} as a function of y. The value of y which makes this ex
pression maximum then determines ƒ (r) explicitly. 

As the next step in the proof of the result pertaining to the limit of 
bm/(m)112, the relation determining the bfs is expressed in terms of a 
sampled Brownian motion using Skorokhod's representation of sums 
of independent, identically distributed random variables.2 This repre
sentation in the form given by L. Breiman8 provides the existence of 

2 See the theorem on p. 180 of [6] (p. 163 in the English translation). 
3 Theorem 13.6, p. 276, of [l\. 
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a sequence X%, IC*, X3, • • • of independent, identically distributed, 
pairs of real-valued random variables defined on a probability space 
(Si, $Fi, Pi) such that a sequence *(1), /(2), f(3), • • • of nonnegative, 
independent, identically distributed random variables (called sample 
times) defined on (Q2XS1, S^XSFi, -P2XP1) can be constructed with 
the property that Xi, X1+X2, Xi+Xt+X*, • • • and Wt{i), 
Wt(i)+t(2)t Wt(i)+t(2)+t(3), • • • have the same joint distribution func
tions. Then the determining relation for the i's is 

sup Eic(^^)(y + WHn,m)) - c(-)y\ 
neNm I \ m / \mf ) 

> 0 when y < bm/(m)112 

SO wheny è W W 1 " 

where Nm and v(n, m) are defined as follows. For jÇzI+, mv{j, m) is 
the sum of the first j sample times given by the Skorokhod representa
tion theorem when the Brownian motion Wim), which is defined by 
Wlm) = (m)ll2Wt/m, is used. For the definition of Nm, the concept of the 
past of the process up to time v{j, m) is needed. Technically this con
cept can be expressed as: let $z(W9: sSv(j} rn)) denote the collection 
of all subsets A of Û2XS1 such that for every rÇzR+, 

A H {v(j,m) g r} G *3(Xi, • • • , Xf, W.:s Û r) 

where $i(X\f • • • , X,; W9: s^r) is the minimum <r-algebra of ele
ments of O^Xfo in which Ti, 3T2, • • • , JEj and W9 for O^s^r are all 
measurable functions. Then Nm is the collection of all functions 
n: Ö2XÖ1—>I+\J{ 00 } with the properties that for every kE.I+ the 
event {n^k} belongs to Çz(Wa: s^v(k, m)) a n d P 2 X ? i ( { w < 00 }) - 1 . 
Proof of this form of the relation determining the Vs involves proving 
the existence of an optimal stopping rule of the form 

n'(co) = sup{fc: y + WvU,m) < gm{j) for j = 1, 2, • • • , k - l } 

where the gm: I+-+R+ is defined by 

sup E\C(J-^)(Z + W,in.my) - c ( — V I 
n<=Nm \ \ m / \m/ ) 

(> 0 when z < gm(j) 

\S 0 when z ^ gm(j). 

Optimal in this case means n'ÇENm and 

E{C(^n)(y + WHn''m))} = neFE{C{^t)(y+ Wv(n'm))} ' 
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As the last step in the proof of the result pertaining to the limit of 
bm/(m)m, the limit of supn€j\rw E {C(n/m)(y + WP(ntm)) —y} as m tends 
to infinity is shown to exist and to equal supT€r E{ C(T)(y + WT) —y}. 
This result then provides a proof of lim inf,».**, 6w /(w)1 / 2è^o by 
assuming that lim inf,»-^ bm/(m)1,2<yo, which leads directly to a con
tradiction. The result that lim sup™-*,» bm/(m)ll2^yo is not as immedi
ate. For this result, the procedure used is to restrict analysis to sub
sets of Nm and T for which the above limit result still holds and the 
supremum oiE{C(r)(y+Wr)-y} over the subset of T is a strictly 
decreasing function of y. This property, coupled with the properties 
of the sequence gm(l), g*»(2), gm(3), • • • used to define the optimal 
rule n' described in the last paragraph, then leads to a proof of 
lim supm^oo bm/(m)ll2^yo. 
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